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In this paper there is presented one of several possible methods of the con- 
struction of Llanunov's function for a system of llnear difference eauations 
with variable ‘coefficients, and of deriving sufficient conditions for asymp- 
totic stability of the trivial solution of the mentioned systems. The pro- 
posed method is an extension of the author's work Cl] which was a study of 
systems of linear differential equations with variable coefficients. This 
method permits one to determlne the region of the space of the coefficients 
within which the functions 

s 
which are the variable coefficients of the con- 

sidered system of equations may vary without violation of the stability.of 
the system. 

Problems in which the law of variation in time of the variable coefflci- 
ents Is not known In advance but in which there are known only the boundaries 
within which these coefficients are enclosed, 
applications [2]. 

occur quite frequently in 

1. Let us consider the system of difference equations 

I”j (f + 2) + k$l ha (t) xk (t) = o (i = 1, . . .( n) t1.Q 
Introducing the functions 

ljk(t) = bjk(t) i- ajk (ajk= const) (1.2) 

where a,, are constants to be determined lated, the system (1.1) may be 

reduced to the form 

Along with the system (1.3), we shall also consider the following system 
of nonhomogeneous difference equations with constant coefficients: 

Xj(t + Z) = $ ajksk P) + Yj w 
(f=$, . . . . n) 

k=l 

(3.4) 
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The system of scalar equations (1.4) is equivalent to the matrix equation 

f(T)+) = Y(t) (/ (T) = ET -a) 
w 

Here 

II: (Q = II% (QII, a = 11 ajk 11, Y P) = II Yi w II (1.6) 

E is the unit matrix, and T denotes the translation operator defined by 

TX (t) = x (t + z) Ir = const) P.7) 
The determinant of the matrix f(T) is 

T- all -ala . . . - %I 

det,f(T)= . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . (1.8) 

- %I, - am2 . . . T--o,, 

The roots of the characteristic equation 

det f (y) = 0 (1.9) 

will be denoted as follows: the real roots by n,(p. - l,..., s'), the com- 
plex TOOtS by ah* phi (h = 1,. - ., s"). The number of roots of the character- 
istic equation is n = s'+ 2s" . We shall assume that all roots of the 
characteristic equation (1.9) are simple roots. 
proper choice of the matrix c . 

This can be achieved by a 

Below we shall need the general solution of the matrix equation 

TX - ax = 0 (1.10) 

Denoting by _ the integral part of t/T 1 
solution of Equation (1.10) In the form 

one can express the general 

“gA, tt) Xg8 + x iv,‘+, [‘%+h @) + %*.+s”+h @)I tab -t &i)8 + 
h=l 

+ T/‘,+,I+,, &+, (t) - i&+f+h it)1 @h - P&8) (1.11) 

Here, us is a nonzero column of the matrix 

F (x,) = [F (T)& 

where F(T) Is the adjoint matrix of the matrix f(~) 
the nonzero column of the matrix I&,,+ g,,t), and by 

._PgY ,yScls'+h we denote 

coleus ;(a"- Bht) . 
e'+s"+h the same 

V 
The similarly located elements of the matrix columns 

s’+h s’+s”+h 
are therefore complex conjugates. 

The funct'ion A,(t) (k I I,..., n) which occur In the expression (1.11) 
are arbitrary real periodic functions of period 7. The form of these func- 
tions can be determined by means of the solution of Equation (1.5) If one 
specifies the functions x,(t) (3 = l,..., n) on the interval of time 
o<t<-T. 

We note that since by hypothesis all roots of the characteristic equation 
(1.9) are simple, the ranks of the matrices F(x,) and ~(a,+ ebf,) are equal 
to one, 1.e. the nonzero column of each of these matrices are proportional 
to each other. For the sake of convenience one can normalize the matrix 
COlmS ug, vs’+,,t v81g’+S*‘+h’ which appear in Expression (1.11), by dividing 
each element of each of these marices by one of its nonzero elements. This 
leads to the following relation: 

vgBg = F (Q (1.12) 

Here B, Is a row of the matrix F(x,) which contains the element. the 
division by which led to the column v, . Analogously, 

v B,,+,, S'fh = F(Uh + Phi), V.9 s +~"+hBS'-+"+fI - -P (ah-Phi) (1.13) 

where the corresponding elements of the matrix rows Bs.+h and .R,,+,,,+,, are 
complex conjugate quantities. 

Let us denote by p the compounded matrix row whose elements are the 
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matrlx columns of (l.ll), 

r = 11 VI. . . Us’ vs*+1. . . TJ#+8* Vs’+s”+1. . . vse+Bs”\\ (1.14) 

We Introduce the matrix n) with the aid of the 

linear transformation 
2 ='rE (1.15) 

Since E (t + T) = +z (t + T), we have In accordance with (1.5) the 

relation 
(1 16) 

I 
a1 f Pli 0 . . . 0 

afp=i . * . . . . - . . . . . . . 

s 

(1.17) 
1 0 0 . . . a,,-&$2 , 

The matrix equation (1.16) Is equivalent to the following system of sca- 

lar equations: ,T%, = xgEg + Y,(t) (g=l, . . ..C) 

TE%r+h = (ah -t phi)&+h -k Ye’+h (t) 

T&+s”+h = (ah - phi) %!+8m+h -k Ys’+s”+h (i) (h=l, . . ..s”) (1.18) 
where 

Y (t) = r-ly (t) 
Let us Introduce new variables 

(1.19) 

Es (g = 1, - * *9 s’), qh, ch (h = 1, * - .t s”> 
with the aid of the relations 

%g= E&l (g 5 1, . . ., s’) 

sd+h = ‘/a (qhLich), &‘+s”+h = ‘ia (qh + %h) (h=l, - * *, 0 (1.20) 

From the relations (1.14) and (1.19) It can be seen that the elements of 

the matrix columns Y.&‘+),(tj and yBP+S'p+h(t) are complex conjugates. With 

this In mind, one can, In accordance with (1..18), represent the difference 

equations which are satisfied by the new variables In the form 

Qg = xeE~+~$~(r-'&+~~ (t) (g = 1, . . ., s’) 

(h= 1, . - ., s”) (1.21) 

Let us return now to the orlglnal matrix equation (1.3). In order that 
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the system of equations (1.21) may be equivalent to the matrix difference 

equation (1.3), It is necessary to assume, in accordance with (1.4), that 

y,(t) = -0&o (t>%(t) (k=i, . . . . n) (1.22) 

It Is still necessary to express the xL , in the relation (1.22), In 

terms of the new variables 5,, Q, Ch. The matrix relation (1.15) can be 
presented, according to (1.14), In the form 

x: = i ugz:g + h&V8.ih%ap+h + K'+s"+h%+s"+h) (1.23) 
g=1 

Taking Into account the fact that the elements of the matrix columns 

V sp+h and Vs~+s~~+h are complex conjugate, and using the notation 

'v s’+hr V$+s"+h = v,'+,, + iu,'+,"+h (1.24) 

we obtain, corresponding to (1.20); 

J: = i V&g + ; i [(%'+h + i%‘+s”+h)(~h-i&,) + 

g=1 h=l 

+ (%+h - iv s’+s’+h) (?,h + &)I (1.25) 
or 

(1.26) 

The elements of t'he matrix .X will be 

&S = g_l uugc& + hg1 (Ds’+h, oqh + vs’+s”th, 0th) (6 = 1, . ., n) (1.27) 

Substituting In the right-hand side of Equation (1.21) in place of the 

functions vi(t) their values from (1.22) and (1.271, one can reduce Esuationa 

(1.21) to the form 

s” 

+ hzl [%‘+s”+h, ), (4 % + ~s~+s~~+h. ?. (0 &I (h= 1, . ., s’) 

The system of equations (1.20) Is equivalent to the original equation 

(1.1). 

We note now, that in the transition from the original equation (1.1) to 
the equation (1.3) no restrictions were laid on the coefficients a,,; It 
was only required the the relations (1.2) hold. Below we shall show that 
the coefficients a,, be best chosen so that all the roots of the character- 
istic equation (1.9) might be simple and that they satisfy the conditions 

1 xg I <i (g = 1, . . ., s'), j a,, + $,,i 1 < 1 (h = 1, . . ., s") (1.29) 

If these conditions are satisfied, the solutions of the homogeneous equa- 
tion (1.10) will tend asymptotically to zero when t - m . 
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2. The system of equations (1.28) Is also a system of linear difference 

equations with variable coefficients similar to the original system (1.1). 

However, for the system (1.28) one can give a simple method of construction 

of Liapunov's function which permits one to obtain sufficient conditions for 

the stability of the trivial solution of this system. 

Let us take the Liapunov function in the form 
s' 6" 

v = - x Eg2 _ 
g=1 

z1 b-c + 5,“) (2.9 
The function V is negative-definite. Its first difference 

AJ' = -gi1 r&g" (t + r>- Eg2 it)] - 

- jl Pl; (t + r) - rlh2 (t) + 5,2 (f + 4 - 5h2 WI (2.2) 

takes the following form, after the substitution of the values &(t + 7), 

q,,(t + z), ch(t + 7) from Equations (1.28) 

Av= g$l [(I- ~g2)~g2-&&Ag - hg21 + 

+ j1 {[I -(ah2 + ljh2)](qh2 + &,")--2 [(ahb+h- bb+*“+h) qh + 

+ @&,h + %&‘+s”+h) th] - &th - &&+h) (2.3) 

where by A, (j = l,..., n) we denote the functions 

nj= k~lPjk(t)E8b+ 51Lvj,(t)~~ +PjA(t)c,l 
(j=l, . . ..n) (2.4) 

which occur in the right-hand side of Equaticns (1.28). 

Equations (2.3) and (2,4) show that the function AV is a quadratic form 

In the variables cl, q,, c,, of the form 

AV=-& - xg2 + y, (41 Eg2 + 

+ jI ([I - (ah2 + @h2;; ys’+h (t)] qh2 + 11 - (ah2 + pha) + ys’+d’+h (t)l t;h2) + 

+ 2Cl9%1%2 + 2$3%1%3 + - . . + 2c1,s’+s”%m + . . - + hl%lL~ + 

+ 2c23~a~3 + . . . + 2c2, s~+su~211st~ + . . . + 2c2n~2~sw + . . . + 2cn-1, n5sw-15sm (2.5) 
The coefficients cl, (t # J) of the quadratic form (2.5), as well as the 

functions Yj (t) (i = 1, . . -7 TZ), are combinations of the original variable 

coefficients lj, (t). 

In the particular case when the original coefficients ljr(t) s OG, k = I,... 
. . ., n)* the function (2.5) take the form 

AP' = i (I -xg2) Eg” + 5 Ii -(ah2 + Ph2)1 (qh2 + 6h2) (2.6) 
g-1 h=l 

If the roots of the characteristic equation (1.9) satisfy the condition 
(1.29) 

(xJ<l (g=l,...,s’), Iah+phiI<i (h=l,... $Sn) 

then the function (2.6) Is positive-definite and the sign is the opposite of 
the sign of the Llapunov function r/ . 
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If the conditiong 
equation (1.10) will 
solution of Equation 
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(1.29) are fulfilled, the solution (1.11) of the matrix 
tend asymptotically to zero as $ _ = , i.e. the trivial 
(1.10) is asymptotically stable. 

In the general case, when the functions &k(E) z#k 0 (j, k = 1, . . ., n), ,it 
1s necessary to consider the quadratic form (2.5). Its dlscriminant has the 
form Cll' - *cm 

LIT= .._._* 

I / 

(2.7) 

Cnl' * * %n 

where 
egg = 1 -?Q + Y&) (g= 1, ., ., s’) 

Cs’th, s’+h = 1 - (%h2 + pha) + ~i8.t.h (t) Gw 

&‘As”+h s’+s”+h = 1 - (ah* f ph2) + \fPs’+s”+h (f) (h= i, . . .) S”) 

If for every' t > 0 all principal diagonal minors of the discrlmlnant 

(2.7) are not less than some positive number, then the first difference AV 

of Llapunov's function (2.1) will be a positive-definite function and its 

sign will be opposite to the sign of Llapunov's function. 

It is shown in [3], where an extension of Liapunov's theorem to equations 

for finite differences is given, that this property of the first difference 

of Llapunov's function is a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability 

of the trivial solution of a system of equations in flnite differences. 

Thus, the conditions of strong positiveness at any time t z 0 of all 

principal diagonal minors of the discriminant (2.7) are sufficient conditions 

for the asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of the original system 

(1.1) of difference equations with variable coefficients. 

Since the obtained conditions for stability are sufficient but not neces- 
sary, one can sometimes, by varying the form of the function V , broaden 
the region of stability obtained from the condition of the sign-definiteness 
of 5~ in the space of the parameters of the system. In order to be able 
to vary the function I' , it may be taken in the form 

(2.9) 

where the coefficients p, (J = l,..., n) must be strongly positive. The 
choice of the coef:icients p, can be subjected to definite requirements; 
for example certain terms of the principal diagonal minor of the dlscri- 
minant (2.7f may be made to vanish, 

The choice of the coefficients a 
i' 

which appear in the expression (1.2) 
should also be subjected to the requ rement of the maximal broadening of the 
region of stability In the space of the parameters of the system. 

3. As an example, let us consider the following system of difference equa- 
tions: 

TX, - xl - kr2 = 0, Tr, f >,I (I)R.~ - (1 - lik)r, z 0 (3.1) 

In Equations (3.1) the coefficients x and k are assumed to be real 
Positive. 

The system (3.1) can be put Into the form 

Tr, - Xl - kc, :2 0, Tr, + u.(', - (1 - kk).r2 =m 2 (t)rt (; (1) :: CT - 1)1 (0) (3.2) 

Here the coefficient o in the second equation of (3.2) is chosen so that 
for the system of different equations 
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TX, - x1 - kx, = 0, TX, + uxl - (1 - kk)x, = 0 

the characteristic equation 

~P-(2-~k)~+1--k+ka=~ 

may hav? a pair of complex roots rr,ra = a f pi, whose 

(aa + flz)" < 1 
In order that this may happen, the coefficient 0 

dltlons 
o > ‘l,h2k, O<i-hk+ka< 

absolute value 

must satisfy the con- 

1 

which, In accoedance Let us now go ever to the new variables n and 6 
with (1.27'), are introduced with the aid of the relatlons 

l-a 
21= ‘I, x2 = - 711++ 

The difference equations which are satisfied by n and 6 , in accordance 
with (3.2) are 

Trl = on + BL T5 = [- B + kB-'g Wlq f a5 (3.4) 

We take Liapunov's function, according to (2.1), in the form 

JJ = - (?+ 62) (3.5) 

The first difference of the function V , by the difference equation (3.4), 
will be 

Air = cnn* + 2c,,$ + c,,c' (3.6) 
where 

cn = 1 - CC' - [fi - kb-‘g (t)12, Cl2 = --p-% (a cz?. = 1 - (32 + p) (3.7) 

The sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the trivial solution 
of the system of the difference equations (3.1) are that for any t > 0 the 
principal diagonal minors of the dlscrlmlnant of the quadratic form (3.6) 

Dl = Cl1 (t), 4 = cn (t) ~22 (t) - [QZ (t)P (3.3) 

must be not less than some positive number. 

For the given values of the system's parameters A and k one can deter- 
mine from these conditions a strip 

61< 67 0) < g2 

within which the function g(t) can vary arbitrarily, without violation of 
the stability of the system. 
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